**Member(S)** | **Project Title(S)** | **Project(S) / Core(S)**
--- | --- | ---
Tallie Z. Baram, MD, PhD | Principal Investigator, UCI | Project 1
Matt Birnie, PhD | Postdoctoral Fellow, UCI | Project 1
Amalia Floriou-Servou | Postdoctoral Fellow, UCI | Project 1
Yuncai Chen, PhD | Project Scientist, UCI | Project 1
Jennifer Daglian | Lab Manager, UCI | Project 1
Rachel Hokenson | Graduate Student Researcher, UCI | Project 1
Noriko Kamei, PhD | Postdoctoral Fellow, UCI | Project 1
Cassandra Kooiker | Graduate Student | Project 1
Sophia Lewis | Postdoctoral Fellow, UCI | Project 1
Ali Mortizavi, PhD | Faculty, UCI | Project 1/BCDM
Annabel Short, PhD | Postdoctoral Fellow, UCI | Project 1
Christina Wilcox Thai | Graduate Student Researcher, UCI | Project 1/BCDM
Laura Glynn, PhD | Co-Investigator, Chapman University (subaward) | Project 2
Curt A. Sandman, PhD | Co-Investigator, UCI | Project 2
Natasha Bailey | Project Coordinator, Chapman | Project 2
Andres Salgado | Project Coordinator, Chapman | Project 2
Meghan Hoffman | Project Coordinator, Chapman | Project 2/3
Natasha Lindert | Project Coordinator, Chapman | Project 2/3
Elysia Davis, PhD | Co-Investigator, P.I., University of Denver (subaward) | Project 2/3
Laure Glynn, PhD | P.I., Chapman University (subaward) | Project 2/3
Sabrina Lu | Postdoctoral Fellow, Chapman | Project 2/3
Catherine Demers | Postdoctoral Fellow, Denver | Project 3
Melissa Nevarez-Brewster | Graduate Student, Denver | Project 3
Kenia Rivera | Graduate Student, Denver | Project 3
Ozu Aran | Graduate Student, Denver Univ. | Project 3
Elia Hennessey | Research Assistant, Denver Univ. | Project 3
Kendra Leak | Project Coordinator, Chapman | Project 3
Sarah Perzow | Postdoctoral Fellow, Denver | Project 3
Mareyna Simon | Project Coordinator, Chapman | Project 3
Daniele Swales | Graduate Student, Denver Univ. | Project 3
Dewleen Baker, MD | Co-Investigator (UCSD) | Project 4
Victoria Rigsbrough, PhD | Co-Investigator (UCSD) | Project 4
Meghan Vinograd | Postdoctoral Researcher, SD VA Syst | Project 4
Alan Simmons, PhD | Imaging Consultant, UCSD | Project 4
Andrea Spano Townsend, PhD | MRI Data Collection, UCSD | Project 4
Hal S. Stern, PhD | Co-Investigator | BCDM Core
Hina Arora | Graduate Student, UCI | BCDM Core
Anton Palma | Biostatistician, UCI | BCDM Core
Michael Yassa, PhD | Co-Investigator, UCI | Imaging Core
Andy Obenaus, PhD | Faculty, UCI | Imaging Core
David Keator, PhD | Faculty, UCI | Imaging & BCDM Cores
Joren Adams | Junior Specialist, UCI | Imaging Core
Blanca Leonard | Graduate Student Researcher, UCI | Imaging Core
Lea Stith | Staff Researcher, UCI | Imaging Core
Steven Granger | Graduate Student Researcher, UCI | Imaging Core
Kara Wendel | Graduate Student Researcher, UCI | Imaging Core
Sarah Kirk | Postdoctoral Fellow, UCI | Imaging Core
Mithra Sathishkumar | Associate Specialist, UCI | Imaging Core
Robert Jirsa, PhD | Research Specialist, UCI | Imaging Core
Blake Alec Miranda | Junior Specialist, UCI | Imaging Core
Luis Colon-Perez, PhD | Research Specialist, UCI | Imaging Core
Tallie Z. Baram, MD, PhD | Principal Investigator | Operations Core
James Weinstock | Director of Operations, UCI | Operations Core
Kira Claes | Website Coordinator, UCI | Operations Core
Olivia Stike | Graduate Student Researcher, UCI | Affiliate
Nora Harren | Graduate Student Researcher, UCI | Affiliate
Nidhi Banavar | Graduate Student Researcher, UCI | Affiliate
Aby Flores | Undergrad Student | Affiliate
Allison Mogul | Graduate Student Researcher, UCI | Affiliate
Nellie Nelson | Graduate Student Researcher, UCI | Affiliate